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bold suitor who lives to repent his rashness. The deserted girl
sings a magic song that bursts bridges and drowns ships at sea;
she rouses the elemental from his bed in the river, and he complains
that he can find no peace. The supernatural is less developed in
the 'tragoudia1 than in prose folk-tales. One encounters ele-
mentals, dragons, and charontes in the ballads, but in the folk-
tales also sirens, fates, lamiae, and nereids. The nereids are not
restricted to the waves, but live in hills and woods, and in their
characteristics resemble the Serbian 'vile' and the Bulgarian
'samodive'. The shining loveliness of Helen still stops men's
hearts on that Asian shore; for when Emirissa (Politis 97) went
down to bathe
the shore flashed light, it lightened on the beaches.
There are the usual reproaches and tragedies, as when the tender
Theonitza dies of love.
Almost equally numerous are the dirges (moirologiai). They are
sung by professional women, and are adapted to typical occasions;
the individual case they fit more or less appositely. The ballad of
Kyr Bonos (Politis 98) is used for deaths by shipwreck, though it
is a narrative of a particular tragedy caused by a miscreant Jew.
Few dirges are so specific. They employ pathetic comparisons:
death is a bitter potion, the house of mourning lies under a cloud,
the earth has a ravening maw, death is a long journey without
return, the garden is withered, the agonizing soul is entreated to
wait at least till summer come. These dirges pass easily into the
songs about Charon. Charon has been multiplied, like Cupid: one
encounters Charontes and even a Charontissa. The story of
Admetus undoubtedly lingered among Greek folk-tales, and in the
wrestle of Digenis with death it took a new life. Young shepherds,
klephts, or soldiers suddenly encounter death, and the pretty rich
girl, newly betrothed, does not escape her doom. Death has his
feast, and the girl who dies may still feel keenly the forgetfulness of
those who live.
Both the love-songs and the dirges are reduced to their simplest
form, and become distichs. These distichs are the final stage of
Greek folk-poetry; for when the power of composition is lost, as
in the Dodecanese, only distichs continue to appear. There is
thus a curious parallelism between the 'tragoudia' and the history
of classical Greek poetry. Of classical verse the epigram was the

